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Summary
1. Our director, Ye Qiqiang, is a well-known transplant surgeon in the country.
2. We can do several hundred cases a year, and Director Ye is our leading expert.
3. You’ll have to register for an appointment with one of our experts; You call the
number, 4130, asking for the number for the transplant follow-up center.
4. There are no problems with the patients waiting for their beds here.
Translation
Doctor: Hello.
Investigator: Hello, hi, is this Kidney Transplant?
Doctor: Yeah, who is this?
Investigator: Okay, I'm from Liaoning. My brother-in-law does his business in Wuhan.
He’s got sick from his kidney failure. The doctor suggested that he need a kidney
transplant. I just wanted to get him registered on the waiting list.
Doctor: Because this is not the inpatient service, I suggest that you call the transplant
follow-up center.
Investigator: What's the phone number?
Doctor: Uh…well…I’m not so sure either. You may call 4130, or 67814130, then you ask
for the center’s number.

Investigator: Ah, sure. One more question here: if we wait, in the fastest case—since your
hospital is also quite famous—how long would we have to wait to get it done?
Doctor: I suggest that you call that number. You may go ask someone at the transplant
follow-up center.
Investigator: Well, here’s another question: can you refer an authoritative doctor to me?
We’re not afraid of spending a lot of money, because my brother-in-law is still very
young.
Doctor: Because everyone is saying that our director Ye Qifa is such a figure, a wellknown transplant expert in the country.
Investigator: Ah, ah, ah, can he do it for us? Is that possible?
Doctor: Yes, he is our director.
Investigator: Ah, Ye Qifa.
Doctor: You can do a search on Baidu.
Investigator: Yes, as I heard, as they told me at the hospital over there, Ye Qifa is very
famous. But I don't know if we could get registered for an appointment with a celebrity
expert like him. How much do you charge for a kidney transplant, approximately?
Doctor: You may call that number and ask.
Investigator: Oh, oh.
Doctor: This is the office.
Investigator: Ah, that’s fine, okay.
Doctor: Call 4130 and ask for the phone number for the transplant follow-up center.
Investigator: Ah, well, being the expert himself, Ye Qifa’s earned his big fame, because of
so many cases he has done, plus his proficient skills. Am I right? How many can he do in
a year?
Doctor: We in one year…we in one year can do several hundred cases.
Investigator: Ah, a few hundred cases a year. So, he is the main authoritative figure,
right?
Doctor: That’s right. He is our leading expert—yes, yes, yes.

Investigator: Ah, that's great. How can we reach him then…? If we’re just registered for a
regular appointment, if we just want to see him, can we find Ye…President Ye? Director
Ye.
Doctor: Okay, you may get registered for an appointment with one of our experts, then
come to Wuhan, along with his medical records or whatever so he can take a
look…which are all okay.
Investigator: Ah, that means, if I bring over the patient’s file first, so the doctor can take a
look; Then based on his assessment, the doctor will tell me what to do next, right?
Doctor: Yeah, that would work as well. Anyways, you’ll have to get registered for an
appointment with one of our experts.
Investigator: Okay, another thing is, if we’re admitted into your hospital, we’ll have to
wait for a bed or whatever. Is that necessary? Or, is there any bed shortage at your
hospital?
Doctor: Well, we generally don’t have such a shortage here, since we don’t take on too
many patients.
Investigator: Ah, you have lots of beds for your patients, right?
Doctor: Yes, yes, that’s right.
Investigator: That's great.
Doctor: Generally, there are no such problems as bed shortages. None of our patients
have to wait for their beds.
Investigator: Ah, with no such problems, your hospital must be a large one, right?
Doctor: Yes, we are one of the large hospitals classified as tertiary level-A.
Investigator: A large tertiary level-A hospital. What is called tertiary level-A?
Doctor: Tertiary level-A is referring to the most qualified or up to standard among all
hospitals. Generally, they’re only present at a provincial or municipal level.
Investigator: Ah, They’re the ones that are most up to standard, with excellent technology
and skills.
Doctor: Yes, yes, exactly. You can do an online search on that.
Investigator: Okay, I heard from that hospital over there that this guy, Ye Qifa, can do any
transplants: kidney, liver or heart. They said that he is particularly authoritative.

Doctor: En, yes, yes, we’re the ones who’re specialized in transplantation.
Investigator: Ah, your hospital is the most authoritative for transplantation. That’s good,
thank you for giving me all the information, thank you.
Doctor: Okay, okay.
Investigator: Okay, thank you. Bye!

